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ABSTRACT 

Intra-system common-cause failures (CCF) are widely studied and addressed in existing PSA models, 
but the information and studies that incorporate the potential for inter-system CCF is limited. However, 
the French Safety Authority has requested that EDF investigate the possibility of common-cause 
failure across system boundaries for Flamanville 3 (an EPR design). Also, the modeling of inter-system 
CCF, or the proof that their impact is negligible, would satisfy Capability Category III for one of the 
requirements in the ASME/ANS PRA standard in the U.S. 

EDF and EPRI have been working on a method to assess when it is necessary to take into account 
inter-system CCF in a PSA model between 2008 and 2010. This method is based both on the likelihood 
of inter-system CCF and on its demonstrated potential impact on CDF.  

This method was first applied on pumps in different systems of the 900 MWe series plants. The second 
application concerned the  motor-operated valves across different systems, using the same PSA model. 
This second application helped us refine the method, which was not optimal when the number of 
concerned components is very large. Since then, the method has been successfully applied on the 
pumps and 10 kV breakers of the EPR power plant in Flamanville. 

This paper describes the method and the results obtained in some of these studies. All studies have 
shown either that components in different systems, when they were not already part of a common 
cause failure group in the model, are not susceptible to common causes of failure, or that the potential 
for inter-system common-cause failure is negligible regarding the overall risk. 

Keywords : PSA, common-cause failure 

1 Introduction 

One of the principal characteristics of a probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) approach compared to 
the deterministic safety approach is to systematically account for common-cause failures (CCF) in the 
study of severe accident scenarios. There has been extensive analysis of intra-system (i.e., within a 
system) CCF in the existing fleet of PSA models, but the information and studies that incorporate the 
potential for inter-system (i.e., between systems) CCF is limited. 

However, the Safety Authority in France has requested an inter-system CCF assessment for EPR 
plants. The French Basic Safety Rule does not have any requirement on this subject while the ASME 
PRA standard (ref.1) has a requirement only for Capability Category III in supporting requirement SY-
B2: MODEL inter-system common causes failures (i.e., across systems performing the same function) 
when supported by generic or plant-specific data, or SHOW that they do not impact the results. 
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The intent of this paper is to present the methodology we used and 3 case-studies to which we applied 
it. All case studies are established PSA models. The first one deals with the pumps of the 900 MWe 
CPY plants (3-loop PWR), the second one with the motor-operated valves of the same plants and the 
third one with the high voltage circuit breakers in the new Flamanville 3 model (EPR design). 

These works have been presented in detail in 2 older papers : ref. 2 and 3. 

2 Background and proposed methodology 

The methodology proposed is based on the NUREG/CR-5485 (ref. 4) approach, requirements of the 
French Basic Rule for PSA (ref. 4) and good practices for defining CCF groups in general. 

NUREG/CR-5485 deals with the definition and modeling of CCF groups in the PSA and is recognized 
as an accepted reference in this field. NUREG/CR-5485 proposes a method to identify the 
vulnerabilities to common-cause failures. First, an initial screening (qualitative and quantitative) is 
performed to select potential common-cause failures of the components with strong potential to 
contribute to the risk of total unavailability of the system. Second, a detailed qualitative analysis is 
performed to evaluate the similarities between components and their causes of failure. 

Finally, a detailed quantitative analysis can be performed to calculate the unavailability due to CCF. 

In this paper, the primary focus is on the qualitative approaches suggested. This involves a thorough 
examination of the feedback from operating experience, design, and practices of the sites in order to 
identify the basic causes of the failures, the similarities between components of different systems and 
the lines of defense in place to prevent these potential CCF vulnerabilities. 

The French Basic Safety Rule for PSA requires a selection of CCF groups "based on analysis of 
operating experience and on theoretical analysis of the consequences of cumulative failures." 

The implicit understanding of this requirement is that it is useless to define CCF groups for 
components for which simultaneous multiple failures have few consequences, for example for 
components that do not contribute to the same safety function or that are not functionally redundant. 
The requirement in the French Basic Safety Rule for PSA highlights the importance of identical 
components within the same system providing the same function, because a loss of this equipment 
could represent the complete loss of the function. 

From the ideas above, we have established a four-step process that covers the qualitative approach in 
NUREG/5485 (steps 1 and 2), quantitative calculations to analyze functional redundancy (step 3), and 
a final stage to develop and incorporate new CCF groups when warranted (step 4). 

These four steps are illustrated in figure 1 and detailed below. 
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Figure 1.  Logic diagram of the method 

2.1 Step 1: Qualitatively Identify CCF Groups a Priori 

NUREG/CR-5485 provides a suitable groundwork to search for the possible sources of CCF in a 
systematic and exhaustive fashion.  

The purpose of the qualitative analysis of the components is to identify similarities between the 
components without taking into account the existing lines of defense to prevent the occurrence of CCF. 
Similarities can exist if two or more components share one or more of the following characteristics: 
same design, same hardware, same function, same installation, same maintenance practices, same 
procedures, same component interfaces, same location, or same environment. 

The result of this step is a list of components that could be affected by common cause failures.  

2.2 Step 2: Search the Operating Experience (OE) Feedback 

The review of OE feedback is useful to determine if events would have affected several components 
from different systems, as is the search for degradations or incipient degradations that have affected 
multiple systems. The International Common-Cause Data Exchange (ICDE) database of OECD/NEA 
can also prove very useful at this stage. 

2.3 Step 3: Analyse Possible Impact of Multiple Failures 

This step is carried out by reviewing the dominant cutsets for the combinations of component failures 
from different systems that lead to core damage. A tool to ensure an exhaustive and automatic 
approach is the use of an importance measure defined hereafter for the combination of system or 
component failures, the RAWC parameter. 
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2.3.1 Risk Achievement Worth Cumulative (RAWC) importance factor 

The risk achievement worth (RAW) of a component A (or for a system or a group of components), for 
purposes of this assessment, is the relative increase in risk for the case when component A is 
unavailable. The mathematical expression is the following: 

( )
0

0eunavailabl_A

CDF
CDFCDF

ARAW
−

=   (1) 

Where CDF0 is the reference core-damage frequency. 

The RAWC for a combination of components A and B is then defined as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]BRAWARAWB,ARAWB,ARAWC +−=  (2) 

RAWC represents the additional increase in risk due to the synergistic effect of multiple failures or 
combined unavailability of different systems (A and B). 

For a given combination of components, three main cases can be distinguished: 

- RAWC = 0: the RAW of the multiple failure case is equal to the sum of the RAW of the two 
components separately. That means that the components do not appear in the same cut sets or 
scenarios. 

- RAWC < 0: the RAW of the multiple failure case is lower than the sum of the RAW of the two 
components separately. In this case the failure of one component leads to the failure of the other. 

- RAWC > 0: the RAW of the multiple failure case is higher than the sum of the RAW of the two 
components separately. In this case, there is a multiplicative or synergistic effect. That means that the 
two components appear in dominant cut sets and the simultaneous failures have important potential 
consequences. These combinations are the most important to identify because if there is the potential 
for CCF, the risk increase could be important. At EDF, we calculate the RAWC factors with a post-
processing code from a very large number of cut sets (typically more than 100 million). 

A qualitative representation using a colour-coded scale for RAWC factors observed in our studies is 
proposed in figure 2.  

 

0.5 10 100 RAWC

Minimal Low Medium High

 

Figure 2.  Qualitative representation of RAWC factor scale 
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RAWC calculations 

The RAWC parameter must then be calculated between the right groups of components. It is natural to 
start by calculating the RAWC between two systems, and to do it for each pair of systems that contain 
at least one of the components potentially subject to CCF. Components that belong to a pair of systems 
for which the RAWC is minimal can be ruled out from the study. 

The following calculation depends on the components studied. For the pump study, it was quite natural 
to study the RAWC between a train and another system, and then between a train and a train of another 
system. But when we studied the motor-operated valves or the circuit breakers the choice was not so 
obvious. We had then to go back to the definition of RAWC: large RAWC factors result between 
components that back up each other. To find these components, one must search in the dominant cut 
sets of the scenarios in which the systems studied back up each other. A list of initiating events and 
missions is thus selected. A search through the fault trees corresponding to these missions is then 
necessary to finally identify which components are of potential concern. At this last stage, all 
component failures, even those which are not critical to the mission, must be closely examined, since a 
common-cause failure of several of these components can prove to be critical. 

Eventually, function-to-function, component-to-function and component-to-component RAWC 
calculations can be performed. Combinations with minimal RAWC factors are again ruled out from the 
study. 

2.4 Step 4: Model New CCF Groups 

This step is pursued only when combinations of various systems with similar components  are 
encountered or actual common-cause events are identified from operating experience feedback, when 
the multiple failures would have an impact on the risk (RAWC >> 0). 

This step has two challenging elements: determining the size of CCF groups and choosing appropriate 
CCF parameters for the new CCF groups. 

2.4.1 CCF parameters 

If operating experience feedback is sufficient, calculation of new parameters is possible. If not, 
conventional values available in the literature or in generic databases can be used.  

2.4.2 Size of CCF groups 

When a large number of components is identified in step 3, one can be tempted to insert a CCF group 
containing all the components. But when a calculation is launched with this new group, the resulting 
CDF can be lower than calculated without the new CCF group. This surprising effect is well-known to 
RAMS specialists. In 1975, Barlow and Proschan (ref. 6) wrote the following: “If we calculate the 
reliability of a series system assuming the components independent when in fact they are associated 
but not independent, we will underestimate system reliability. The reverse is true for parallel systems”. 

The effect on a PSA can be explained simply: when a CCF group links two components that  do not 
back up one another, part of the probability of failure of these two components goes into the 
combination of both failures, which does not lead to core damage and is therefore no more counted in 
the CDF calculation. 

If the dependency between components is well known, i.e., if an adequate amount of operating 
experience is available for all orders of a CCF group (it seldom happens for large CCF groups in real 
life), it is recommended that the CCF group be added to the model. The resulting calculation should be 
appropriate. Conversely, if conventional values have to be used because no operating experience is 
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available, we recommend to add only those CCF groups for components that back up one another. 
Adding a CCF group between components whose failures cannot be found in the same minimal cut 
sets, when one is not sure of the realism of the CCF, could result in underestimating the CDF. 

2.5 Return to Step 1 or Step 2 

Additionally, it is noted that since the performance of steps 1 and 2 could be time-consuming and 
costly, the performance of steps 3 and 4 could be pursued in advance of performing steps 1 and 2. This 
reversal of the order of the steps listed above is therefore identified as a potential mechanism to focus 
resources on those items that would potentially have the most impact on the PSA model results.  

For example, when a large number of components is involved, one can make a limited examination in 
step 1, go through step 3 and eventually go back to step 1 to make a more selective examination of the 
list of components potentially susceptible to CCF if needed. It is interesting to have this closer look at 
the end of step 3 because only a limited number of components needs to be analysed in depth this way. 

3 Case studies 

3.1 Pumps 

The first study deals with the pumps of 900 MW series plants. The definition of "pump" in the 900 
CPY PSA model includes the hydraulic part of the pump, i.e. it does not include the motor (or other 
motive driver) or the circuit breakers (for the electric pumps). On the other hand, it includes the 
auxiliary lube oil systems and cooling water systems when they exist. This makes possible to remain 
consistent with the component boundaries as defined in the reliability data reports resulting from the 
study of the Operating Experience Feedback at all EDF plants. 

Because of operating conditions and design, the main coolant pumps (MCPs), the boron pumps, and 
the ultimate MCP seal injection pump can be readily screened from further inter-system CCF 
consideration. Consequently, only the safeguard pumps are retained for the study. With the exception 
of the AFW turbine driven pump, they are all electric pumps supplied with 6.6 kV power from the 
LHA or LHB safeguard switchgear. Although intra-system CCF groups are included for each of the 
pump groups, they are similar enough to not exclude the risk of inter-system common cause failure 
between these pumps without a thorough analysis. 

3.1.1 Step 1: Search for similarities and failure causes  

The purpose of the qualitative analysis of the components is to identify similarities between the 
components without taking into account the existing lines of defense to prevent the occurrence of CCF. 
Similarities can exist if two components or more coincide with one or more of the following 
characteristics: same design, same hardware, same function, same installation, same maintenance 
practices, same procedures, same component interfaces, same location, or same environment. 

All the pumps considered are single-stage (CSS, ECCS, RHRS, CCW, and ESW) or multi-stage (AFW 
and CVCS) centrifugal pumps. Among these pumps, only the CSS pumps, ECCS pumps, and ESW 
pumps are vertical shaft pumps. These very general characteristics are not likely to justify a egrouping 
within the same CCF group. 

All the pumps (except the turbine-driven AFW pump) are electric pumps supplied with a 6.6 kV motor, 
coupled with the switchgear by a 6.6 kV circuit breaker. The similarities in the power supply source 
are not dependent on the failures of the pumps but on those of the breakers, the motors, and the electric 
switchgear. The common dependencies of the electric switchgear are taken into account via the 
modeling of the support systems in the PSA models. 
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The analysis reveals that the LP ECCS and CSS pumps are sufficiently close to be regarded as part of 
the same CCF group: identical pumps from a design point of view, very similar operational practices, 
and similar maintenance and test routines. The few differences noted between these pumps (not enough 
to refute the conclusion) are related to their functional role. It is also noted that these pumps have 
common reliability (failure rate data) in the PSA model. 

The analysis also shows an important coupling between the motor-driven AFW pumps and the turbine-
driven AFW pump. The only notable differences are the size of the hydraulic part (the number of 
stages) and the sealing system. The current modeling (1 CCF group of order 3) is not called into 
question. In addition, the operating experience shows the occurrence of a common cause event 
affecting the turbine-driven pump and the motor-driven pumps. 

Certain similarities were found between some other pumps but are not considered sufficient to 
qualitatively warrant a new CCF group. 

In conclusion, the only new CCF group which would be considered as a potential group of order 4 
consists qualitatively, of the LP ECCS and CSS pumps. 

3.1.2 Step 2: Analysis of the operating experience feedback  

EDF material experts from the Generation Division were questioned about the existence of failures 
which affected several pumps of different systems. This was followed by a review of available data for 
recent events. The search was on the precursor events and the CID database (which include all of the 
licensee significant events declared on EDF fleet since 1992). 

Among the examined events, a brief analysis of the most significant events confirms that, apart from 
the LP ECCS and CSS pumps: 

- The common cause events affecting pumps from different systems are very rare and even fewer than 
those affecting the pumps of the same system. 

- The majority of the events detected do not correspond to real failures but to conformity deviations 
having little impact on the availability of the systems. 

- The possible causes of events simultaneously affecting pumps of various systems are use of 
inappropriate spare parts, use of inappropriate greases, defects related to the environment (common 
suction for several pumps), and design defects or operational issues. 

Among the defects affecting the most systems (eg. use of VITON seals on qualified equipment for 
RHRS, CVCS, ECCS, and CSS) only one system is generally affected for a plant. Thus, properly 
speaking, there is not a real inter-system CCF event associated with this issue. 

Consequently, the study of OE Feedback confirms the conclusion of step 1: among the studied pumps, 
the risk of inter-system CCF is not likely except for the LP ECCS and CSS pumps. 

3.1.3 Step 3: Analysis of the potential consequences of multiple failures 

The objective of this section is to detect the combinations of pumps whose failure has the most 
potential consequences.  

As the results show, a minimal impact in system-system and in system-train combinations could be 
screened from further analysis at the train-train level. However, these are shown for completeness in 
Tables 1 and 2. 
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 RAW ECCS CVCS CSS CCWS RHRS (*) 
ECCS 21621%  884 -75 232 22 
CVCS 29889% 762  -136 -98 -0.3 
CSS 8619% -75 -69  -74 -0.06 

CCWS 11970% 189 -75 (**) -116  -0.6 
RHRS 43031% 220959 11792 -0.003 -0.6  

(*) Without shutdown states 
(**) CCWS and CVCS trains 1 and 2 have a positive RAWC 

Table 1: System-system RAWC  

 

Table 2 : train-train RAWC Calculation 

 

Table 3 : train-train RAWC Calculation 
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Interpretation of the results 

From Table 1, at the system-system level, the most important inter-system impacts are presented 
below: 

- The most important inter-system impacts are obtained between AFW with one of the systems 
necessary for the success of feed and bleed (ECCS, CVCS, CSS, ESW, or CCW). However, the 
combinations of AFW with one of the ESW or CCW pumps are less important because these systems 
have more redundancy than ECCS, CSS, or CVCS (4 pumps instead of 2). 

- Another high impact inter-system combination is ESW, CCW, or RHRS system with a LP ECCS. 
These are "loss of the heat sink" scenarios combined with the failure of ECCS. 

- The same "loss of the heat sink" scenario type makes RHRS with CVCS combination another high 
impact system-system combination, as is the loss of ECCS and CVCS. 

From Table 2, at the system-train level, the results are the same as the first three important impacts at 
system-system level with some asymmetries also detected at the train-train level in Table III (e.g. 
RHRS combined with ECCS or CVCS). 

The list of important systems of step 3 has very few in common with that obtained in step 1: 

- No significant similarity was found either between AFW pumps and the pumps necessary for feed 
and bleed or between RHRS and LP ECCS, CVCS, ESW and CCW. 

- If there are similarities between the ESW and CCW pumps, failures between these systems are not 
multiplicative.  

- The LP ECCS and CSS pumps are very similar but the effect of simultaneous failures between these 
systems is also not multiplicative. 

The only common point between the analysis of similarities and the analysis of the potential 
consequences of multiple failures relates to LP ECCS and CVCS (with a potential risk of CCF related 
to the common suction from the RWS tank or from the recirculation sumps). Nevertheless, this 
dependence is modeled in a functional way in the PSA and the operating experience feedback analysis 
has not shown common cause events between the ECCS pumps and CVCS pumps. 

3.1.4 Step 4: Model new CCF groups 

CCF parameters used currently in French PSA models for pumps only depend on the order of CCF 
group (2, 3, or 4) and are identical for all the pumps and all the failure modes. These parameters do not 
result from an analysis of the OE feedback but are conventional values, partially based on OE feedback 
analysis and international data. These data parameters have not been updated since the first PSA 
carried out by EDF. 

In this modified analysis, two CCF groups of order 2 (with the same β parameter with a value of 0.05 
applied) are transformed into one group of order 4, for the closest pumps in design, ie ECCS and CSS 
pumps. To do this transformation, it is necessary to define a set of MGL parameters (β, γ and δ) for the 
new group. 

Analysis of the OE feedback of the LP ECCS and CSS pumps to develop specific MGL parameters 
was not possible in the brief context of this study. The standard MGL parameters used in the EDF PSA 
for the pump groups of order 4 were used instead (b=0.1, g=0.4, d=0.25). 
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With these parameters, the new CDF was actually found lower than the reference CDF, which is 
logical since they do not back-up  one another (see §2.4.2), and their RAWC was actually found not 
multiplicative. 

3.2 Motor-Operated Valves 

The second study deals with the motor-operated valves (MOVs) of 900 MW series plants. These 
devices can be classified from the design point of view, according to the valve (pressurized 
containment with shutoff device, the control, the shutoff device and its accessories) or to the 
servomotor (the whole of the motor, its control apparatus and its mechanical transmission parts). From 
the functional point of view, the MOVs are isolation valves. In this study, we excluded the 380 V 
supply circuit breaker of the valve and the instrumentation and control, because in CCF terms, these 
components are dealt with separately in the PSA model. 

There are 91 MOVs taken into account in the 900 PSA model. The distribution by system is presented 
in table 4, depending on the fluid in circulation. 

 VB 
(Borated water) 

VL 
(Condensed water)

VP 
(Primary 
coolant) 

VV 
(Steam) 

VN 
(Demineralized 

water) 

CES   6    

CSS 12   3  

RCS    2   

CVCS    12   

ECCS 2  23   

RHRS    4   

CCWS      6 

SBPC     3  
 

Table 4: MOVs in the 900 Mwe PSA model by system and fluid type 

Three types of failure modes can be affected by common-cause failures: internal leakage, failure to 
open and failure to close. Some of these valves’ failure modes already belong to CCF groups: 31 
groups of size 2, 3 of size 3, and 7 of size 4. Among these last CCFs, two already concern two groups 
of valves that do not belong to the same system: RHRS01, RHRS021 and RCS212, RCS215 on the 
suction line from main reactor coolant. 

3.2.1 Step 1: Search for similarities and failure causes  

An extensive description of the possible common points between valves and servomotors was 
performed at this stage. Since it is not possible to expose it here in its entirety, we only give below a 
few examples of the work performed. 

Design and manufacture: 
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Most of the MOVs are made by the same manufacturer and have the same technology; these are 
parallel seat valves.  

All electric servomotors fitted on safety-related valves are made by a single manufacturer. The main 
types of servomotors are designated DR and L. The DR and L servomotors are very similar in terms of 
design. They differ mainly in the torque they deliver. The rest of the servomotors are of type SR, fairly 
different from these other two (it is not safety-qualified and the reduction system is different). 

In design terms, depending on the combinations of valve and servomotor (SM), there are identical 
valves in all the systems.  

Operation: 

In the reactor protection rules (RPR), in order to prohibit the operator from opening or closing an 
important valve (for example injection), the signal is sent permanently to the electrical panel for a 
certain time. If the torque limiter has been damaged by a manual operation, the motor can be seriously 
damaged. The recent EDF operating experience feedback shows events of this type for the CSS and 
ECCS MOVs. This type of procedure and operation only constitutes a similarity for the valves of 
systems subject to permanent orders. 

Maintenance: 

One of the discrepancies in compliance sometimes observed in the operating experience feedback of 
the French fleet is due to the mixture of greases for the servomotors. Greasing is often carried out for 
all valves and systems at the same time and by the same team or person. In this case, only the operation 
of the MOVs which can withstand accident conditions for a "long" duration is questioned. 

Environment: 

Fluid quality is a major factor affecting corrosion and leaktightness. There are therefore common 
points between valves that carry the same type of fluid. 

3.2.2 Step 2: Analysis of the operating experience feedback  

For this step, we searched the EDF operating experience feedback and the ICDE database.  

There are inter-system CCF events in the operating experience feedback mainly due to maintenance 
errors. Discrepancies in compliance, only important for certain components in certain accident 
situations, were due to incorrect greasing of the servomotors. 

It is worth mentioning that the events found in the EDF operating experience concern RHRS and RCS 
valves which already belong to the same inter-system CCF group in the model (see introduction of 
chapter 3.1). 

In most cases, a single MOV is affected, the rest of the components potentially impacted having been 
inspected at once. When the cause of failure was identified, a line of defense was implemented for all 
components of the fleet potentially affected. This type of procedure reduces the possibility of the 
occurrence of events associated with the identified cause. 

3.2.3 Step 3: Analysis of the potential consequences of multiple failures 

We deduced from the system-system  table 1 that only the valves of the ECCS, CVCS, CCWS and 
RHRS systems need to be retained for the analysis. 
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We then refined the reasoning made on the system level, in order to more accurately identify the 
missions of the systems backing up one another and of the associated valves. Valves are not generally 
critical components for the system and therefore refining the qualitative analysis for the mission proved 
to be necessary.   

We searched among predominant cut sets of the scenarios where the systems studied back up one 
another in order to establish a list of initiating events. We discovered mainly four groups of initiating 
events: LOCA, losses of heat sink, partial losses of power sources and steam line breaks (SLBs).    

We then targeted the missions (or top events) in operational redundancy for each initiating event by 
manually searching in each event tree, and we identified the motor-operated valves and failure modes 
associated with each mission. We performed a search from the fault trees to detect the components 
whose loss would result in the loss of the mission. 

Finally, the new potential groups were identified. Table 5 gives, for example, the potential CCF groups 
for the failure-to-open mode. 

Failure to Open 
CVCS 48; CVCS 50 

ECCS 13 and 12 
Feeding 

ECCS 78 and 
ECCS 77 
Boosting

ECCS 75 and 
85 Injection 

ECCS  51 and 
52 

Recirculation
CVCS 48 and 50      
ECCS 13 and 12 

Feeding 
  x x 

CCWS 41 
Switchover x  x x 

ECCS 20 and 21 
RHRS low work 
pressure makeup 

x    

ECCS 19 and 20 
RHRS 01 and 021 
RHRS 013 and 014 
RCS 212 and 215 
RHRS operation 

 x x x 

Table 5: Potential CCF groups for the failure to open mode 

 

N.B.: The combination of three systems can also be deduced from this table. For example, CCWS, 
CVCS and ECCS with failure of the "CCWS line A to B switchover" and "Isolation of CVCS lines" 
and "LPSI injection and recirculation" could be considered. Such combinations, however, typically 
have a negligible contribution in the quantification of CDF. 

In parallel with this qualitative work, we performed RAWC calculations between functions. The result 
has consolidated the qualitative analysis, with the bonus of a quantification of the importance of 
potential CCF between functions. We finally found out the following hierarchy: 

1 - The largest RAWC is the accumulation of failures between the CVCS feeding valves backing up 
the RHRS low work pressure makeup valves required during breaks in a shutdown state or loss of 
RHRS scenarios. At the same time, the charging may be backed up via low-pressure recirculation or 
injection but the accumulation of the associated valves has a smaller value for RAWC (orange).  
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2 - The accumulation of failures of the valves associated with the high-pressure recirculation function 
and the CCWS switchover also has an important RAWC. Low-pressure recirculation is necessary for 
controlling a primary break caused by the loss of cooling for reactor coolant pump set bearings and 
seals during power operation, partial losses of power sources, losses of heat sink due to loss of the 
feedwater plant or partial losses of CCWS/RWS or in primary transients.  

3 – CVCS Feeding or the HP injection also back up the ECCS switchover but with less multiplicative 
RAWC (orange).  

4 - The accumulation of the failure of the low-pressure ECCS recirculation and the non-isolation or 
non-operation of the RHRS have a multiplicative RAWC (orange) in LOCA, loss of RHRS or partial 
loss of power source scenarios where low-pressure ECCS recirculation is required to restore sufficient 
water makeup. 

3.2.4 Return to Step 1 

For the valves belonging to the potential CCF groups identified in step 3, we carried out a more 
thorough examination to determine the degree of similarity. We concluded that, although we could not 
discard any of the potential CCF groups, some contained valves operated by  servomotors of very 
different design that operated differently (some subject to permanent orders, some not). The probability 
of a CCF between these last valves was considered to be low. 

3.2.5 Step 4: Model new CCF groups 

In order to avoid a potentially non-conservative result, we introduced the smallest CCF groups 
possible, and only for valves backing up one another (see § 2.4.2). CCF parameters used are the 
generic parameters used for identical valves. Only four new CCF groups were found to increase the 
reference risk 

- Failure-to-open mode: a new CCF group of order 4 between the CVCS feeding backing up the 
RHRS low work pressure makeup valves adds 1.04% to the reference risk (failure-to-open mode). 
Valves and servomotor are identical. 

- Failure-to-open mode: three CCF groups of order 3 were added between the CCWS switchover and 
the ECCS recirculation valves. Summing the contribution of these groups leads to a 1.7% increase in 
the risk (failure-to-open mode). Servomotors of the valves are different and they are also operated 
differently. This estimation of the increase of risk is therefore highly conservative. 

- Failure to close: a CCF group of order 3 between CCWS switchover and ECCS recirculation 
valves adds 0.17% to the reference risk. 

3.3 Circuit Breakers 

This third study deals with the 10 kV circuit breakers of the EPR (Flamanville 3) nuclear power plant. 
Figure 3 shows the electrical supply architecture of the four-train EPR plant. 
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Figure 6  EPR Electrical Supply 

There are 38 10 kV breakers used in the EPR plant and modeled in the EPR PSA, and that are of 
concern in this study. They are installed on the normal supply (systems 
LGA/B/C/D/F/G/H/I/K/N/P/Q/R/S), backup supply (systems LHA/B/C/D) and on the four main 
reactor coolant pumps supply (system RCP). 

There are already three CCF groups of size 4 in the PSA model: 

- failure to open of 4 breakers on the outgoing line to the main coolant pumps (LGF/G/H/I systems) 

- failure to open of the 4 breakers on the main coolant pumps (RCP system) 

- failure to close of the breakers on the incoming line from the diesel generators (LHA/B/C/D 
systems). 

3.3.1 Step 1: Search for similarities and failure causes 

All breakers are very similar with respect to design, operation, maintenance and operating 
environment. There actually is a single significant difference between the diesel generators breakers 
and the others since they only function as a backup. 
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3.3.2 Step 2: Analysis of the operating experience feedback 

EPR breakers cut-off in void whereas high voltage breakers of the other French nuclear power plants 
cut-off in SF6. One coal-fired plant uses void cut-off breakers in France. A search revealed that no 
failure involving the cut-off system of its 57 breakers was ever experienced since they were installed in 
1995. 

In spite of their different cut-off technology, we searched the operating experience of the French 
nuclear power plants. We found one CCF event that potentially affected all breakers of the CP0 plant 
series (the first four 900 MWe plants), linked to a degradation of the insulation of reset motor supply. 
This type of CCF cannot be excluded for the EPR breakers. 

In the ICDE database, two CCF events were found. 

3.3.3 Step 3: Analysis of the potential consequences of multiple failures 

This step started by a functional analysis of the different breakers. We distinguished small groups of 
breakers which operated in normal/backup operation. We searched then which failures caused the loss 
of LG switchboards, and the loss of LH switchboards. 

We therefore identified the following: 

1 Four groups of 8 breakers for short circuit, failure to run, failure to open, and spurious opening 
failure modes on LG switchboards. They concern the incoming lines from the transformers (unit and 
auxiliary transformers). 

2 One group of 4 breakers for the failure to close mode on LG switchboards. They only concern the 
incoming lines from the auxiliary transformer. 

3 Three groups of 8 breakers for short circuit, failure to run, and spurious opening modes on LH 
switchboard. They concern the incoming lines from LGA/B/C/D switchboards and from the diesel 
generators. 

4 One group of 4 breakers for the failure to close mode on LH switchboards. They concern the 
incoming lines LG switchboards and from the diesel generators. 

5 1 group of 4 breakers for the failure to open mode on LH switchboards. They concern the incoming 
lines to the LG switchboards and from the diesel generators. 

To ensure an adequate level of completeness, we also performed some RAWC calculations. The pairs 
of components considered were, on the one hand, the loss of a safeguard switchboard LHA/B/C/D 
through a failure of a well-chosen breaker, for spurious opening, short circuit and failure to run mode; 
and on the other hand any failure mode of any other breaker of the study. 

We identified thus three potential CCF groups with RAWC values greater than 100. The first one 
(number 6) contains 13 LG and LH breakers, for the short-circuit failure mode. The second one 
(number 7) contains 4 LH breakers, for the failure-to-run failure mode. The last one (number 8) 
contains 3 LH breakers, for the spurious opening failure mode. 

3.3.4 Step 4: Model new CCF groups 

CCF groups are created and were evaluated by applying conventional values used at EDF since the 
1990s based on expert judgments.  
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All CCF groups identified in step 3 were put into the model. CCF groups 3, 4 and 5 add together about 
1% to the reference risk. CCF groups 6 to 8 add together 0.6% to the reference risk. The first three 
CCF groups do not change the reference risk. 

As a further sensitivity, we also modeled CCF groups containing all the breakers for each failure mode 
included in the model, using conservative parameters. The result was between a slight decrease in the 
reference risk and a slight increase: [-0.03%;+0.16%]. 

4 Conclusions  

These three studies helped us refine the method for assessing whether or not it is necessary to include 
inter-system CCFs in a PSA model. As far as 900 MWe pumps, valves and EPR 10 kV breakers are 
concerned, we established that including these intersystem CCFs would have a negligible impact on 
CDF. 
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